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Name:  _key_

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ECE 205 Exam No. 1 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is limited open notes. You can and should have up to 5 double-side letter-size pages of notes that are stapled 
together and signed.  Notes must not be exchanged during exam.  No textbooks, computer, calculators or cell phones.  Do 
not use back side without authorization as it may not be graded.  

DL: _11 ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

Question 1A (10pts.)
What is the functionality of an Arithmetic Logic Unit? What kinds of operation it allows?

ALU performs arithmetic and logic operations on registers such, for example, arithmetic: ad, subtract, negate, 
multiply, compare; logic: bit-by-bit or, and, not, exclusive or.

Ex: full credit, Vg: -1, Ok: -2, Ge: -3 (this year), No: -10.

Ex □ Vg □ Ok □ Ge □ No □

Question 1B (10pts.)
What is CPU and what are its main subsystems?  Draw a block diagram of CPU contents.

Draw the diagram of a microcontroller CPU component that includes: registers, ALU, program counter, 
instruction decoder.

Note: ROM, RAM, IO are components of a microcontroller bot not of a CPU. No credit for drawin those and CPU 
as a single box with no details inside.

Ex: full credit, Vg: -1, Ok: -2, Ge: -3 (this year), No: -10.

Ex □ Vg □ Ok □ Ge □ No □

Question 2A (10pts.)
What is the Carry Bit, how it is set, and how it is typically used (two kinds of use: condition and arithmetics)?

The carry bit is one of the CPU flags. It is used to indicate the carry out/overflow bit in aritmentic operations.

It is used for multi-register additions (e.g. 16- or 32-bit addition in an 8-bit ALU)

It is used to perform (or not) a conditional jump to execute or bypass code depending on the state of the carry.

Ex: full credit, Vg: -1, Ok: -2, Ge: -3 (this year), No: -10.

Ex □ Vg □ Ok □ Ge □ No □
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Question 2B (10pts.)
Among microcontroller registers, what is special about stack pointer register? 

Stack Pointer keeps information where return address for a function call (call, rcall, icall) is kept in memory. The 
same memory is also used to temporarily save and restore values of registers using push and pop. 

Ex: full credit, Vg: -1, Ok: -2, Ge: -3 (this year), No: -10.

Ex □ Vg □ Ok □ Ge □ No □

Question 3 (20pts.)
Explain what happens and provide the examples of assembler instruction for:
1) load a constant to a register, 

Example: ldi  R16, 123

2) copy value from one register to another,

Example: mov  R16, R17

3) store data from a register to a memory location labeled “variable”

Example: sts  variable, R16

Showing lds (the sample exam question) receives no credit despite the similarity because it was on that exam.

4) store data to a memory location stored in an index register such as X, Y, or Z

Example:   st  Z, R16

Showing ld (the sample exam question) receives no credit despite the similarity because it was on that exam.

Question 4A (10pts.)

; set 4 upper pins of port B to input with a pull-up resistor 
; set 4 lower pins of port B to output and set those outputs to 1 

ldi R16, 0b_00001111____ 

out _SFR_IO_ADDR( _DDRB_________ ), R16 

ldi R16, 0b_11110000____ 

out _SFR_IO_ADDR( _PORTB_________ ), R16
; 2.5p each. Order which register was set up first was not enforced this year
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Question 4B (10pts.)

; complete the program – fill in the blanks

_ldi_____ R16, 10 ; repeat the following loop 10 times

loop:

ldi R17, 1

_sub_____ R16, R17 ; decrease content of R16 by 1
; note that the presence of R17 prevents one form using dec or subi

_brne____ loop ; if 0 was not reached repeat the loop

Answer by circling the right answers: 

 this was a   relative / absolute   jump.
; 2.5p each. Note: if incorrect brunch/jump was used then rel/abs was for that one

Question 4CD (20pts.)

; complete the program – fill in the blanks
; hints: consider bit-by-bit operations such as: and, or, exclusive or, negation

; Set the most significant bit of the register R16 to 1.

_ldi_____ R17, 0b_10000000____ 

_or______ R16, R17
; 2.5p for the first two mistakes, 5p. For the third mistake.

; Set the least significant bit of the register R16 to 0.

_ldi_____ R17, 0b_11111110____ 

_and_____ R16, R17
; 2.5p for the first two mistakes, 5p. For the third mistake.
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